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When Niall Roberts and his family move to the sleepy village of Oakhill to open  
a traditional sweet shop, all is not as it first seems within their new home. Niall 
discovers a secret that teases his curiosity, leading him to a hidden world full of 
possibility.

‘The stagnant air of neglect that had once hovered over the old shop had been 
exhaled away. Midnight blue frames held together the same lead-lined windows, 
now clean and transparent. The sign above the shop read in silver letters, The Old 
SweeT ShOp. The windows teased each passer-by with the promise of what lay 
inside. The shop had inhaled a life of vibrancy and anticipation. Every adult born 
of a particular period would be transported back to a place safe and welcoming; 
to a place where their mistakes were yet to be made and their opportunities open-
ended. To every child, it was an inviting world of expectations.’

About the Author
I S Hassan was born and raised in Bristol. Just to make 
the whole experience a little harder, she got married 
and had her first child whilst still at university. After 
graduating, she focused on raising her children. It 
was in and around doing the school run that she 
would write, often completing large sections while 
writing in the car parked outside the school. She is 
now happily divorced and still residing in the West 
Country, where she is concentrating on her writing 
whilst single-handedly raising her three children.  
The Alchemist’s Legacy is her first novel.

To find out more about I S Hassan, visit her 
website: www.thealchemistslegacy.co.uk
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